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Discover Synera
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Platform
Process Automation with Low-Code
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Run
Share automation workflows effortlessly
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Pricing
Synera’s tokens for flexible software access
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Marketplace
Connectors & Add-ins to support your work


Synera in Action
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Case studies
Engineering success with Synera
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Workflows
Start with pre-built workflows
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Customer voices
Synera user experiences


Technology
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Connected Engineering
Unified tools for efficient engineering



[image: ]Webinar recordings
Discover the most recent trends and updates in our webinars and podcasts
Watch now





Solutions




Applications
Design for Additive Manufacturing

Democratizing FEA

Utility Workflows

Design Automation for Die-Casting & Injection Molding


For Individuals
Altair Customer

Cost Engineers

Students and Educators
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Take a look at the stories of our customers.
See all case studies





Resources




Learn with us
Upcoming Events

Webinar recordings & Podcast


More Resources
News

Whitepaper

Live Demo


Partners
Solution Partners

Software Partners


Get Help
Contact us



[image: ]Explore our whitepapers
Get in-depth knowledge across various subjects.
See all whitepapers






deen

LoginTry for freeGet a demo

Get a demo









Process Automation for Engineers

Synera leverages Low-Code to automate engineering processes, fostering agile hardware development while seamlessly connecting CAx tools and centralizing expertise across the organization.
Get a demo



  
  






Our software is trusted by engineers at
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Power to the engineers

Synera is an automation platform specifically designed for engineers. It allows to build complex automations 10x faster. Thanks to the user-friendly UI and shareable templates anyone from your team can easily use and modify them to level up their work – without programming skills.





Move fast with nodes, customize with code
Automate your workflows with more than 1.700 pre-built nodes that handle the bulk of your work. If you need custom logic, simply build your own nodes or add a few lines of Python code – directly in Synera.



Powerful integrations to connect to anything
Synera provides robust integrations for all major CAD systems, CAE software, PLM systems, Excel, and Matlab that work out-of-the-box. Additionally, you can connect to any SaaS platform with a REST API.



Joyful and interactive automation experience
Immediately get the results of your workflow at each step and iterate faster – no compile and run cycle required. The integrated viewer let’s you see the what you build without switching between tools.
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The engineering software you’ll enjoy using
Synera is an intuitive platform that makes automating repetitive tasks quick, easy, and even enjoyable.
Learn more about the product





See what else you can automate with Synera


[image: ]Design Automation

Automate repetitive and time-consuming design tasks 

Learn more

[image: ]Design for Sustainability

Reduce carbon footprint with the automation of life cycle assessment tools

Learn more

[image: ]Report Generation

Automatically create professional reports in seconds

Learn more

[image: ]Topology Reconstruction

Automatic transfer from topology optimization to CAD

Learn more
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Design Automation

Automate repetitive and time-consuming design tasks 
Learn more
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Design for Sustainability

Reduce carbon footprint with the automation of life cycle assessment tools
Learn more
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Report Generation

Automatically create professional reports in seconds
Learn more
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Topology Reconstruction

Automatic transfer from topology optimization to CAD
Learn more







Explore more workflows



Extend capabilities, boost productivity, and share knowledge through Connected Engineering





Overcome the limits of one size fits all none tools
Break free from rigid tools that box you in and get more out of your existing engineering software. With Synera, you can extend the capabilities of the software you already use or build custom workflows from scratch that you can’t buy off the shelf. This gives you the flexibility to automate your work exactly as you need.



Remove bottlenecks to meet your deadlines
Don't waste time with manual iteration loops and repetitive tasks. Engineers need to be able to develop new products at lightning speed. With Synera, you can automate repetitive tasks and speed up iteration loops. Meet your ambitious deadlines in a fraction of the time without working long hours.



Put an end to your knowledge gap
Developing groundbreaking products requires expert knowledge at each step. But finding, hiring, and retaining simulation and automation experts is a constant struggle. With Synera, you can make the knowledge of your experts accessible to anyone, multiplying the expertise in your company.




Overcome the limits of one size fits all none tools
Break free from rigid tools that box you in and get more out of your existing engineering software. With Synera, you can extend the capabilities of the software you already use or build custom workflows from scratch that you can’t buy off the shelf. This gives you the flexibility to automate your work exactly as you need.




Remove bottlenecks to meet your deadlines
Don't waste time with manual iteration loops and repetitive tasks. Engineers need to be able to develop new products at lightning speed. With Synera, you can automate repetitive tasks and speed up iteration loops. Meet your ambitious deadlines in a fraction of the time without working long hours.




Put an end to your knowledge gap
Developing groundbreaking products requires expert knowledge at each step. But finding, hiring, and retaining simulation and automation experts is a constant struggle. With Synera, you can make the knowledge of your experts accessible to anyone, multiplying the expertise in your company.
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The platform behind fast-paced engineering teams
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What fascinates me about this software solution is that we are breaking completely new ground - away from manual engineering and towards true computer-aided engineering.
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Matthias Radny
Head of Digital Design Technology at Premium Aerotec (Airbus)



Watch the video
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There was always this gap between CAD design and CAE analysis. Now you can do everything in one place without jumping around several softwares.
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Tilman Steininger
Team Lead Generative Engineering at RLE International



Watch the video
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What Synera is developing is in line with what we believe to be the development process of the future.
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Sebastian Flügel
Project Leader - Competence Center Innovation at EDAG Engineering



Watch the video
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With only one click, I can change how the satellite would look like, only by changing the input parameters.
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Manuel Gutiérrez
Satellite Structure Architect at Reflex Aerospace GmbH



Watch the video
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Explore all success stories
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Discover our technical whitepapers

Get in-depth generative design knowledge covering a spectrum of subjects ranging from the advantages of AI, Automotive, to specialized EV topics or cost engineering.

Explore our whitepapers




Get in touch at one of our events
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Low-Code Lab with RLE in Detroit


-
April
16
, 
2024
| 
9:00
–
17:00


Process Automation for Product Development using Low-Code

More info
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Autodesk Moldflow Summit

Apr 16
-
April
17
, 
2024
| 

–



Join the online presentation of our partner manager Andrew on the annual user conference.

More info
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Hannover Messe

Apr 22
-
April
26
, 
2024
| 

–



The world's leading industrial exhibition for companies in the mechanical, electrical, digital and energy sectors.

More info
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CDFAM

May 7
-
May
8
, 
2024
| 

–



CDFAM Computational Design Symposium Series brings together leaders in the fields of design, engineering and advanced manufacturing.

More info









See all events
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Your Cookie Settings

We use cookies to provide you with the best possible functionality and to improve and evaluate the content of the website. By continuing to use this website, you agree that cookies can be placed and used on your computer. You can read more about this in our Privacy Policy.
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